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“BORN-AGAIN” ORGAN
revised and updated, 2005
1 Introduction
In July 1989, Broadway Church embarked on a project which, given the very limited financial
resources of the church at that time, was exceptionally bold and imaginative. The project
involved enterprise and considerable manual work by a large number of people who were at the
time (many still are) members and friends of Broadway. It involved conservation; for, incredible
as it may seem in view of the outcome, much of what has here been so lovingly reconstructed
was destined for the scrap yard. But most important of all, it has provided enrichment for us and
our local community: the glorious sounds of a large, fully-specified pipe-organ, built and
maintained by local craftsmen, are alive and well in this corner of the industrial Midlands.
Dr Roy Massey (Organist and Master of the Choristers at Hereford Cathedral), writing after his
1990 recital, said “I congratulate you most sincerely on the successful outcome of a terrific
undertaking”.
Seeking to provide an accurate record of this milestone in the church’s history, I wrote (in 1990)
a booklet entitled SEVEN INTO ONE WILL GO - the story of our new 3-manual organ. This title
reflected the fact that parts from no less than seven different redundant organs had contributed
to the new instrument. But almost that entire booklet was written before the new organ had
spoken for the first time. Furthermore, there have been several changes to the sound of the
organ during its life. The most significant of these came when, having merged with our sister
church at the Glebe Centre, the financial position of the church improved to the point where we
could consider major building works - including the replacement of the ceiling in the church.
In the third (2003) edition of this booklet I said:
“I’m not going to speculate about what might happen tonally to the instrument in the future… except to
say that the organ is now so large that it really deserves to be split into a four-manual instrument…”
Incredibly, the opportunity to do just this at very modest cost has now occurred. So this further
landmark in the organ’s history demands a fourth edition. It is an opportunity to bring the story
up-to-date, and to reflect - perhaps more soberly than was possible in the heady days of 1990,
though with no less sense of wonderment - on what has been achieved. To remember that,
compared to the new organ of similar size in Kingston-upon-Thames Parish Church - built at the
same time at a cost of over £300,000 - the Broadway organ has cost about £20,000. But to
realise that it is, like any true work of art, beyond price - an enduring monument to those who, in
1989, committed themselves to such a bold, imaginative, and (as it has turned out) unbelievably
successful project.
This is now the complete story of our “terrific undertaking” - including details of the latest
transformation from a three- to a four-manual instrument. It’s been reborn… yet again!
Alan Taylor
March 2005
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Meeting to reject the proposal. However, this
part of the story does have a happy ending.
Hawkins eventually installed a modified
version of the Wednesbury Road organ in St
Peter's Church, Harborne, Birmingham, where
it continues to give good service to this day1.

THE ORIGINAL STORY AS
TOLD IN “SEVEN INTO ONE
WILL GO” (1990)
2.1 "In the beginning ..."
I never thought a pipe-organ - a real organ would ever come to Broadway. Yet, as I write
(June 1990), a fine three-manual instrument of
42 speaking stops and 12 couplers is nearing
completion. How has all this come about?

2.2 The second generation
By 1975, the Vierling had become very
unreliable, and was prone to make very loud
crackling noises during the service. This could
be very alarming, not only for the
congregation, but also for the Minister at the
time, Rev John Key. It was John who alerted
us to an advertisement for a second-hand
solid-state electronic organ manufactured by
the US firm Rodgers. I well remember
travelling to Birmingham and playing this
organ in the showroom of Midland Organ &
Piano Studios. This instrument (for the sound
was much superior to the old Vierling) had,
for several months, been used in Birmingham
Cathedral during the restoration of their pipeorgan. Thus it came with a very full
complement of speaker systems, a fact which
certainly contributed to the more acceptable
sound. Broadway paid £5000 for this organ in
1976: in view of what had gone before, one
might be excused a sense of irony.

Broadway Congregational Church (as it was
originally) was opened in September 1959. At
the service of dedication, the organ (a pretransistor electronic model manufactured by
the German firm of Vierling) was loaned by
local music shop H Taylor & Son. With great
foresight, the founding fathers of the church
had made provision for the installation of a
pipe-organ in a gallery at the West end of the
nave. But building a new church is an
expensive business, and the Vierling device
("instrument" would be too kind a term) was
purchased instead.
During the 1960s, I played the Vierling for
services occasionally.
In 1966, I was
appointed Assistant Organist at what was then
called Walsall Congregational Church on
Wednesbury Road (the site now partly
occupied by the Glebe Centre), playing for all
Sunday morning services and the occasional
evening service. That large church housed a
three-manual pipe organ of 30 speaking stops
by J J Binns of Leeds, dating from the 1890s.
So it was with some sadness that I left that
fine organ in order to take up the post of
Organist and Choirmaster at Broadway when
it became vacant in September 1969.

The Rodgers provided for the needs of the
church quite well, and gave virtually troublefree service for fourteen years. It was a twomanual instrument with four separate speaker
systems containing over thirty speakers driven
by four 100-watt amplifiers. Every building
has a unique acoustic, and so makes different
demands on an instrument, whether pipe
organ or electronic. To help overcome this,
the Rodgers came with a setter panel that
permitted individual adjustment of its many
stops.
The stop-list itself was quite
impressive, and although the effect of some of
these stops was rather different from that
which might be expected of a pipe organ, the
Rodgers did have some genuinely musical
features. The “chiff” control for the Swell
flutes, imitating the “edge tone” of classically
voiced pipework, was particularly pleasing, but

The Wednesbury Road site was due for redevelopment and the organ was eventually put
into the hands of the local organ-builders,
Hawkins. In 1973, I made an abortive attempt
to get that organ (suitably modified) installed
at Broadway. Factors such as the cost (£5000),
the prevailing fashion for solid-state electronic
organs, and the notion (still difficult to
understand) that the Binns organ was in some
way “unsuitable” for Broadway, led Church

I played the Binns/Hawkins organ at St Peter’s several
times after this section was written.
1
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the rasping French-like reeds (Trompette) may
not have been to everyone's taste, however.

problems for the performer of the standard
(pipe) organ repertoire.

In addition to a full complement of couplers,
there was a "crescendo pedal" which brought
on stops in a pre-determined order to raise the
volume from pianissimo to fortissimo.
Unfortunately, the manufacturers had
neglected to provide a mechanism to indicate
which of the stops became active via this
device for any particular setting of the pedal.
The result was that it was very rarely used - by
me, at least! Another extraordinary feature
(and very confusing for visiting organists) was
the provision of a single set of five "pre-sets",
rather than more normal combination pistons,
which affected both Swell and Great divisions
simultaneously. This feature, together with
the absence of traditionally placed drawstops
(all the stops and couplers were controlled by
tab keys arranged in two long horizontal rows,
see below) made the management of
registration quite hard work.

The Broadway organ (1976-1990)
Pedal
Contra violone 32
Principal 16
Bourdon 16
Violone 16
Lieblich gedeckt 16
Octave 8
Flute 8
Choralbass 4
Mixture III
Bombarde 16
Trompette 8 [Sw]
Clairon 4 [Sw]

Swell
Viola pomposa 8
Viola celeste 8
Hohlflöte 8
Octave 4
Flûte harmonique 4
Nazard 223
Piccolo 2
Tierce 135
Plein jeu III
Contre trompette 16
Trompette 8
Clairon 4

Great
Flute conique 16 Blockflöte 2
Principal
Larigot 113
Bourdon 8
Fourniture III
Gambe 8
Krummhorn 8
Octave 4
Harp
Spillflöte 4
Carillon
Fifteenth 2

During 1988/9, the Rodgers finally began to
show signs of increasing age. The day before
our 1988 Festival of Nine Lessons and Carols,
it developed a major fault. The hastily
summoned engineer worked until 7pm on the
Saturday evening in order to correct it. Even
so, important components had failed, and the
Rodgers Company were no longer importing
into the UK. Substitutes were found, but the
organ was never quite the same as before.

The original console of the Rodgers
(electronic) organ that was adapted for the new
Lloyd & Haynes organ, including the
addition of a third manual (keyboard)

The most serious breakdown happened in
June 1989. Most of the organ's power supply
had to be re-built after a spectacular firework
display as capacitors exploded.
Most
unfortunately, this happened on the day when
we first hosted a United Service with churches
in the Sutton & Erdington partnership. The
grand piano (largely unused) had to be coaxed
into service.

Because of this, when large contrasts in sound
were required, one tended to over-use the
"volume controls", activated by what looked
like conventional swell pedals. In any
electronic organ, these produce a very
different effect - many would say less artistic from that obtained by opening and closing a
traditional swell box. Moreover, while one of
these volume pedals controlled the Swell
division, the other operated on the Great and
Pedal organs together: unheard of in any
conventional pipe-organ! So although the
sound produced was a good example of the
genre, the Rodgers presented very real

It was under these circumstances that Church
Meeting in June 1989 asked three members
present, George Boxer (Treasurer), John
Barrett and myself to look into the options for
replacing the Rodgers. That simple decision
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set in motion a sequence of events which
none of us could have foreseen…

experience of renovating old pipe organs was
to prove invaluable, supervised the work.

2.3 Midsummer madness in July 1989

The second church visited was St John's
Methodist, Wolverhampton. Like Broadway,
this is a modern building, but rather smaller.
Their two-manual organ, housed behind a
high brick wall at the front of their church,
had been found unsatisfactory for their
current needs, and they had decided - after
much heart-searching - to sell it. We soon
realised that it could provide for us much of
the necessary pipe work lost from the Pleck
organ due to vandalism. On July 15th, we
heard that St John's had accepted our offer to
purchase their organ.

The idea for a pipe organ, rather than another
electronic, was born following visits to two
local churches in July. Pleck Methodist
Church, built at the turn of the century, had
been closed for some months awaiting
demolition.
Meanwhile, and most
unfortunately, their three-manual organ had
been very badly damaged by vandals.

During this time, we were grateful for the help
and advice of Mr John Lloyd of
Lloyd & Haynes, organ-builders. During a
meeting with him on July 18th, which also
involved John Barrett, George Boxer, and
Associate Organist Clifford Hubbold, a
specification for the new organ was drawn up.
Following a favourable quotation, and after
much discussion at the July Church Meeting,
the contract for building the new organ was
eventually awarded to Lloyd & Haynes.
On July 22nd, I heard of yet another
redundant organ in the locality - at King's Hill
Methodist, Wednesbury. This organ had been
unused since 1976. The small size of their
congregation and the cost of renovation had
made it impossible for them to consider
repairs, but they had left the organ in its place
because the display pipes and casework were
such an attractive feature of their church.
Once we explained that we did not need the
complete organ, but only some of the parts
from inside it, they were happy to agree to our
request. Indeed, both their Church Secretary
and Organist expressed delight that at least
part of their old organ would speak again after
so many years of silence. We are particularly
grateful for the help of Miss May King of
King's Hill who made all the necessary
arrangements. Parts from this organ were
moved to Broadway on July 25th/26th. This
enabled us to produce a revised, and
improved, specification for our new
instrument.

Vandalism in Pleck Methodist Church

The Minister with oversight at Pleck was Rev
Ray Goode. He was known to those of us at
Broadway who used to help with Sunday
evening ward services at the old Sister Dora
hospital, for he was the Free Church Chaplain.
We contacted him and, in exchange for a
donation to church funds, obtained
permission to remove what remained of the
Pleck organ. During one very busy week (July
8th - 13th), a team of volunteers dismantled it,
and brought most of it to Broadway. This was
a major operation, for some pipes were up to
16ft long. John Barrett, whose previous
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centrifugal fan, essentially a paddle-wheel within
enclosing rims that revolves at high speed. A
single fan produces compressed air (universally
referred to by organ-builders as the “wind”) of
between 212 and 6 inches water gauge pressure.
This unit (in wg) originates in the method by
which the pressure is measured using a
manometer. An open U-shaped glass tube halffilled with water has one side
wind
from
connected to the wind supply.
bellows
This wind causes water to be
pushed into the other limb of
the U-shaped tube and the
difference in height (in inches)
of the water in the two limbs
(h) is the pressure in in wg.
Where, as at Broadway, a
larger pressure is required for a
small number of stops, a
second “booster” blower is
employed. This involves taking a fraction of the
air already compressed by the first blower and
routing it via a (usually smaller) second blower to
provide a “high pressure line”.

In the space of just three weeks, we had
located and arranged to purchase parts from
three local organs, and had ourselves
dismantled and brought two of them to
Broadway. All three organs were originally
built within ten years of each other by two
firms that were part of the same family
business.
If this seems incredible now,
imagine how we felt at the time!
A team of volunteers from Broadway led by
John Barrett later (between 31st October and
4th November), dismantled the St John's
organ, immediately prior to the installation of
their new electronic organ. Mr Ian Nimmo of
St John's Church, was most helpful in making
all the arrangements.
One major item remained: to find a suitable
case to screen the working parts of the organ.
By another stroke of good fortune, such a case
(of light oak) became available from
Halesowen Baptist Church. We visited the
church (now closed) on 22nd November, and
realised that it would be ideal for Broadway.
It was purchased and moved, together with its
display pipes, two days later.

The wind passes through “trunking” (these days,
plastic drainpipe is usually convenient and cheap)
to the bellows, which act as a reservoir of
compressed air at the desired pressure. At
Broadway, the Swell Organ works at a slightly
higher pressure than most of the rest of the organ,
and this is possible because it has a separate set of
bellows. Adding or subtracting a number of lead
“weights” resting on top of the bellows adjusts the
pressure. So while our main blower produces a
maximum pressure of about 5 in wg, most of the
organ is “voiced” on just under 3 in wg of wind,
because this is the pressure in the main bellows.

2.4 How does an organ work?
Before proceeding further with our story, it
may help to give an outline description of how
musical sounds are produced by an organ.
Organists, and others with knowledge of how
organs are constructed, can safely pass over
this and move directly to the next section!

The wind next passes to a “soundboard” or windchest, the most common form of which is the “bar
and slider” chest as employed in the Broadway
organ. This is a complex piece of joinery upon
which the pipes stand, held in place by
“rackboards” that are cut with holes to support
each pipe. It is quite common for a single
soundboard to control the wind supply to over six
hundred pipes, but wind must only be admitted to
a pipe when the organist wants it to speak. All the
pipes that speak a given pitch (say middle C) for a
particular division of the organ (say the Swell
Organ) are lined up across the soundboard for that
division. When middle C is pressed at the
keyboard, a pallet opens to admit wind to these
pipes. In the Broadway organ, these pallets are
operated by precision electromagnets, and this
arrangement is known as a “direct electric” action.
The next photograph shows the organ during its

Not counting the console, there are five essential
working parts of a pipe-organ. These are:
i. a source of air under pressure (the wind)
created by blower and bellows
ii. a chest to contain the wind (the soundboard),
upon which sit ...
iii. several ranks of pipes, each rank containing at
least one pipe for each key of the manual or
pedal keyboard, into which the wind is
admitted by ...
iv. pallets, opened and closed by a mechanism
connected to the keys at the console
v. stops which determine the ranks of pipes to
which wind is admitted at a given instant
An organ blower (ours is situated in the Church
Office inside a sound-absorbing cabinet) is a
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construction, and the electromagnets can be seen
under the Great soundboard. However, the
organist rarely requires all the middle C pipes of
different tonal qualities to speak at the same time,
so each rank of pipes has a “slide” which, until
activated, stops the wind from entering that set of
pipes. This is why the controls that the organist
uses to select the different types of sound are
called “stops”, because they operate these slides.

diapason (the characteristic "organ" sound), and
the organ versions of flute, string, trumpet and
woodwind tone. The last two are produced by
reed pipes, while the other three come from flue
pipes.
In the case of flue pipes, a note’s pitch is
determined by the length of the pipe's body (this
does not include the length of the “foot”, ie the
part below the “mouth”, see diagram below). The
note corresponding to middle C on a piano is
sounded by a open flue pipe which is 2ft long.
"Stopped" pipes (those with some form of stopper
in the top - often made of wood) sound a note
which is an octave lower than the length of a
corresponding open pipe. Thus middle C requires
only a 1ft stopped pipe. The lower the pitch, the
longer the pipe, so bottom C on an organ
keyboard (two octaves middle C) requires an open
flue pipe that is no less than 8ft in length, and this
explains why most organ stop knob labels include
a figure (eg 8 or 4) to indicate the length in feet of
an open flue pipe that would be required to sound
bottom C for that rank of pipes. To sound the
fundamental pitch for each note of one of our
manual keyboards (from bottom C to top A), the
lengths of the open flue pipes vary from 8ft to just
4in.

Taken during the organ’s construction, this shows the
tiny electromagnets beneath the soundboards that
control the wind supply to each pipe of a given pitch

In our case, the manual keyboard compass is 58
notes, while the pedal keyboard compass is 32
notes, so there are normally 58 pipes per manual
stop and 32 pipes per pedal stop. Each additional
stop means another rank of pipes for each key
(“mixture” stops have several pipes for each key)
so even quite modest instruments control over 500
pipes per manual. It is surprising how many people
think that the few large, visible (“display”) pipes
represent the main part of an organ, but the
hundreds or thousands of (often much smaller)
pipes hiding behind them are just as important. In
fact, display pipes quite often do not speak at all they may be present simply to enhance the
appearance of the organ. In the Broadway organ
most of the display pipes are also speaking pipes,
but those shown in the top right of the
photograph above are “dummies”, for decoration
only.
There are two families of organ pipe: flue and
reed (see diagram). Flue pipes produce sound as a
result of air being forced through a hole in the
base of the pipe on to a narrow, pointed wedge
(the “lip”). In reed pipes, an air stream causes a
tongue of brass (the “reed”) to vibrate against the
opening in a hollow brass tube (the “shallot”) in
the lower part (“boot”) of the pipe. The different
voices, or tone-qualities, obtained from the various
stops of an organ fall into five broad categories:

For reed pipes, the pitch is determined by the
vibrating of the reed itself, and the rest of the pipe
simply acts as a resonator. Resonators may be full
length (ie the same length as a corresponding open
flue pipe) but, unlike flue pipes, they may also be
fractional - half, quarter, or even an eighth of the
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Vox Humana

Clarinet

Oboe

Trumpet

nominal length. Even so, the
basic pitch of a stop is always
quoted (by a figure in feet on
its stop-knob) as if its sounds
were produced from an open
flue pipe. So the bottom
note of a Clarinet rank is
actually sounded by a pipe
just over 4ft in length (it is
still called a Clarinet 8ft)
because its resonators are
half length. On the left, we
see the relative lengths of
different class of reed pipe all
sounding the same note:
bottom C for the fractional
length reed Vox Humana 8ft
is actually less than 2ft long!

harmonic series to even higher pitches.
Combining such stops with the fundamental adds
intensity and brightness, and high-pitched
mixtures (eg our Fourniture III) add a tingling glitter
to any combination. On the other hand, ranks
such as the Nazard 223, sounding one and half
octaves above the fundamental (an example of a
“mutation” stop), produce important tone-colour
changes that, in combination with other stops, are
useful for solo lines.
The lowest notes of the organ come from the
Pedal division, where the pitch demands open
pipes as long as 16ft (or, in larger buildings than
Broadway) even up to 32ft. Like many organs in
buildings of moderate size, our 32ft pedal stop is
harmonic in its bottom octave. By sounding two
suitable notes together which are related in the
harmonic series, the ear is tricked into believing
that a note is present which is lower in pitch than
either.

On the other hand, the
quality (or “tone”) of a flue
stop is determined not by its
length but by its scale
(diameter for metal pipes,
width
&
depth
for
rectangular wooden pipes).
For a given length, the narrower the pipe, the
thinner and more "stringy" the tone will be;
conversely, wider pipes produce a rounder, more
fluty sound. The material also affects the tone:
wood, zinc, “metal” (an alloy of about 80% lead
and 20% tin) or “spotted metal” (50% lead and
50% tin). A lead-rich alloy produces a duller
sound, while zinc or tin make the sound brighter
and more "edgy". The sound of a stopped pipe
differs from that of an open pipe (because
alternate harmonics are suppressed), while socalled half-stopped pipes (eg the Rohr Flute, which
has a hole pierced through its stopper) combine
characteristics of both. Tapered pipes (eg the
Gemshorn) give further variety, producing a
characteristically bright but modest tone. In reed
pipes, resonators may be cylindrical (as in the
Clarinet) or flared (as in the trumpet family which
includes the Fagotto). In the latter case, the width
of the resonator affects the quality and (with wind
pressure) also has a marked effect on the loudness.
Modest voices like the Clarinet scale 112in or less at
8ft C, while the smooth fullness of a chorus reed
like the Cornopean requires scales of up to 5in.

Even though each keyboard controls its own
division of the organ (with names such as Great,
Swell and Choir), provision is made for the
different divisions to be coupled together in
various ways, in order that their voices can be
controlled from a single keyboard, often that of
the Great. In older organs, this coupling was
achieved mechanically (when couplers were in use,
you would see more keys working than were being
depressed by the organist!), but this often made
the action very heavy, which was tiring for the
performer.
Later, electromechanical switches
provided the coupling. Broadway's new organ uses
modern solid-state circuitry that, with no moving
parts to wear out and fewer key contacts
necessary, should be more reliable.
From this very brief account, you will realise that
planning and building an organ is an extremely
complex business. Initially, it involves many
decisions about type and number of stops, and
then much skilled work associated with the
positioning of soundboards, pipes and other
components, factors related to wind supply,
acoustics of the building, etc. Even when these
decisions have been taken and the instrument is
built, a skilled organ-builder can do much to
improve the overall sound by voicing and
regulating. These involve adjustments to each
pipe in order to take local needs and conditions
into account. This ensures that the finished
product sounds well in its building and, like any
fine work of art, is unique.

The richness of tonal variety in an organ is
possible by combining not only different qualities
of sound but also notes of different pitch when a
single key is pressed. So a Principal 4ft sounds a
note one octave higher than the pitch for a given
key on the keyboard, while a Fifteenth 2ft sounds
two octaves higher, and mixtures extend the
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left in the completely open or completely
closed position. The only combination action
possible was via old-style foot levers placed
centrally above the pedal clavier.

2.5 The Pleck organ
Pleck Methodist Church housed a fine threemanual organ by Nicholson & Lord, a firm
based in Walsall and active from the 1880s
until 1955.
Its founder, Charles Henry
Nicholson was the youngest of a remarkable
family who set up organ-building firms in
different parts of the country during the 19th
century. Others were at Rochdale (run by
Richard, the father), Worcester (John, eldest
son), Newcastle (James), Macclesfield
(Joseph), and Lincoln (Thomas).

Like most organs of the period, it lacked a
comprehensive Pedal division, but its Open
diapason 16ft of wood (the longest pipe scaling
11 in by 9 in) was most welcome. Broadway's
acoustic was rather unfavourable for music,
lacking the resonance required to help
propogation of the lowest notes. This is to do
with the large ceiling area covered with
acoustic tiles (popular in the 1950s), which
inhibit the reflection of sound. So do not
expect a cathedral-like reverberation!2

The Pleck Methodist organ (1906-1988)
(ranks largely or completely destroyed
are marked in black)

Pedal
Open diapason 16
Bourdon 16
Choir (unenclosed)
Gedeckt 8
Dulciana 8
Wald flute 4
Piccolo 2
Clarinet 8

Open diapason 8
Clarabella 8
Gamba 8
Principal 4

It was very sad to see all the damage done to
this once noble instrument at Pleck. The
picture shows the organ as we found it on July
8th, with all the large metal pipes in the frontal
display removed. The trunking used to
convey the wind had been bent downwards,
and may be seen hanging to the right and
above the console. An attempt appeared to
have been made to set fire to the console, and
the keyboards were damaged beyond repair.
The balcony at the back of the church still
contained pipe work from the Great division
that had been flattened and folded, but which
the thieves had obviously had no time to
remove before they were discovered.

Swell
Lieblich gedeckt 16
Open diapason 8
Rohr flute 8
Viole d'amour 8
Viole celeste 8
Gemshorn 4
Mixture III
Oboe 8
Cornopean 8
Great
Harmonic flute 4
Fifteenth 2
Trumpet 8

The Pleck organ was apparently built in two
stages, mostly in 1901-2, but with the Choir
division and the bottom octave of the Swell
Cornopean having been added later (1906) possibly after extra fund-raising! It was
located in a chamber on the south side of the
Choir. Although the blowing had been
electrified, and the organ had been tuned
regularly and maintained in good order
(recently by Hawkins), little modification
seems to have been attempted since its
original construction. Tracker action (direct
mechanical coupling between keys and the
pallet valves on the slider soundboards) had
been retained. The soundboards themselves
were in good condition: two of them are in
use in the new Broadway organ. There was no
balanced swell pedal, just the original oldfashioned vertical lever above the right-hand
side of the pedal clavier, which could only be

The Pleck console showing the original tracker action
2
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but see section 3.8 below

with an international reputation for organ
building.

Because the Swell Organ was behind the
Great and enclosed, it was more difficult to
get at, and had mercifully been left almost
untouched by the vandals. So, in spite of all
the damage inflicted on the rest of the organ,
the Swell was still able to speak, giving us
some impression of its former glory, before
we dismantled it.

This organ had been built originally in 1910
for Ranelagh Road Methodist Church,
Wolverhampton. Financial assistance for the
project came from the Carnegie Trust. The
only change known to have been made in its
early years was a modification to the case in
order to move the console, presumably so that
the antics of the organist would not distract
the worshippers! Although originally having
tracker action like the Pleck organ, and being
hand-pumped, this was changed (in about
1940) to electropneumatic action and electric
blowing, probably by a local firm based in
Willenhall who maintained the instrument
during that period. However, Nelson & Co of
Durham took over this firm in the 1940s, and
it was Nelson who was responsible for its
continued maintenance thereafter.

The next photograph shows the inside of the
Swell box as we found it. To the right, you
can just see some of the debris of bent pipes
thrown in by vandals. Some pipes were found
lying around with various degrees of damage
inflicted upon them. Even some of these
were recovered, painstakingly repaired, and
today form part of the Broadway organ.

The St John's organ (1962-1989)
Pedal
Large bourdon 16
Small bourdon 16
Bass flute 8
Great
Dulciana 16 (tenor C)
Open diapason 8
Claribel flute 8
Principal 4
Lieblich flute 4
Fifteenth 2

Swell
Violin diapason 8
Lieblich gedeckt 8
Viole de gambe 8
Viole celeste 8
Gemshorn 4
Mixture III
Contra fagotto 16
Cornopean 8

In 1962, four local Methodist churches
combined to form St John's. Nelson & Co
installed the Nicholson organ in the new
church, and the opportunity was taken to
make several changes to its specification.
These included a new stop for the Great
Organ (a Fifteenth 2ft), changes to the Swell
Organ (including the addition of a Contra
Fagotto 16ft) and the introduction of a quieter
Pedal stop, (a Small Bourdon 16ft). Arnold
Richardson, then Borough Organist of
Wolverhampton, gave the opening recital.

Inside the Swell box of the Pleck organ,
vandalised pipes lying to the right

2.6 The St John's organ
The organ in St John’s Methodist Church,
Wolverhampton was originally by Nicholson
& Co (Worcester) Ltd. It was this part of the
Nicholson family business which took over
the activities of the Walsall branch in 1955.
The Worcester firm remains in business today,

For the above information, I am greatly
indebted to Winnie Ind, Organist at Ranelagh
Road and later at St John's for over 50 years,
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and to Bert Hunt, Secretary at Ranelagh Road
from 1919 to 1962. It was a great privilege to
be able to talk to them both and to share in
memories going back over eighty years! Bert
(92) was obviously far from well when I spoke
to him, and, sadly, he died shortly afterwards.
I shall always remember the enthusiasm with
which he recounted tales about the church and
its organ. In his youth, he used to pump the
original instrument by hand.

1990 removing the layer of paint (and some
corrosion) before re-spraying with metallic
gold paint in order to match the other display
pipes. Some larger pipes took over two hours
each to clean!3

2.7 The King's Hill organ
This was another instrument by Nicholson
and Lord, built in 1908. That year must have
been a vintage period for the firm, because
during it they also completed their magnum
opus: the large four-manual organ in Walsall
Town Hall.

SPI Lewis hands a Dulciana pipe to George Boxer
while dismantling the St John’s organ

This photograph shows the console (situated
at the front of the church), and the wall
behind which the organ was built. In its
hidden position, the St John's organ had no
need of a traditional case of wood; indeed, the
case from Ranelagh Road had been thought
unsuitable
for
a
modern
building.
Nevertheless, some display pipes remained,
which formed part of the Dulciana and Open
diapason ranks. These were of zinc, and had
been treated with aluminium paint to give a
silvery appearance. Before finding their way
into the case of the new organ at Broadway,
volunteers had to spend two Saturdays in May

Kings Hill Methodist Church

The action of the King’s Hill organ was
tubular pneumatic, which involves a small
leather-covered motor for each pipe. Little is
known of the history of the organ in Joynson
Street Methodist (that was the original name
of the church) until September 1934, when
Walsall organ-builder A H Stanton inspected
it. In his report, Mr Stanton, who himself
3
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used to work for Nicholson & Lord, said he
was “very sorry to say that it is in a very
serious condition”. Various proposals were
made, and it appears that work was eventually
started in May 1935. It is interesting to note
that the quotation for complete renovation,
including “cleaning & repairing of pipes,
dismantling and repairing soundboards,
leathers to be softened or replaced as required,
new felts to pedal clavier and drawstop action,
etc”, was just £58.

March 1976, W H Harris said “In the course
of my professional travels, I shall keep the old
pipe organ in mind, so that should a
proposition transpire that could be of
advantage to your church, rest assured it will
be offered to you for consideration ...”
Broadway has cause to be grateful that no
such deal was ever concluded.

The work must have been carefully carried
out, for there is no evidence of any further
major work being done; but in 1976, the
passing years and a long hot summer finally
caught up with the old organ. Quotations of
about £3000 for its renovation were beyond
the financial reach of the church, and it was
decided to purchase (at a cost of about £700)
a small single-manual electronic organ from
Harris Church Organs of Birmingham.

The proposed specification for our new organ
was based on the most appropriate
combination of pipe work and soundboards
from the various instruments. The great
variety of pipe work, which by happy
coincidence was at our disposal, greatly helped
the tonal design of the instrument. The aim
was to specify a completely balanced
instrument for our building, rather than simply
to use up as many as possible of the available
parts. The resulting instrument comprises
three manuals and a pedal clavier, as did the
original at Pleck. It contains 2131 pipes5, the
longest (bottom C of the Open wood) being 16ft
while the majority range from 4ft down to a
few inches.

2.8 Birth of a new organ

The King's Hill organ (1908 - 1976)
Pedal
Bourdon 16
Bass flute 8
Great
Open diapason 8
Rohr flute 8
Gamba 8
Dulciana 8
Harmonic flute 4

Swell
Open diapason 8
Lieblich gedeckt 8
Viol d'amour 8
Voix celeste 8
Gemshorn 4
Oboe 8

This modest stop-list demonstrates the
preoccupation, common at the time of its
building, with a wide variety of 8ft tone at the
expense of brighter upperwork. Proposals
were made in 1935 to add further stops but
these changes were not adopted.

An early stage in the building of the new organ.
The speaker systems for the earlier Rodgers electronic
organ can be seen on the balcony.

There are two electric blowers, each of which
is driven by a 34hp motor, feeding various
bellows. The largest of these is 10ft by 5ft,
with concertina sides which rise up by about
18in as it fills with air. A number of cast iron
weights sit on the bellows: the more weights
the higher the pressure. The majority of the
organ was voiced on a pressure of 3in wg with
the Great large Open Diapason at a slightly

Several stops from the Kings Hill organ have
been re-modelled to form part of a five-rank
Cornet on the new Broadway organ4. Together
with the console from St John's, others found
their way to the home of John Barrett, for he
used our “left-overs” to fulfil a long-held
ambition: to build an organ in his own Music
Room! In his final letter to King's Hill in
4

see section 4.2

5
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This refers to the 1990 instrument

higher pressure. The Swell division from
Pleck was used almost intact, except that the
soft brightness of a Gemshorn 2ft6 (including
some tapered pipes) was preferred to the
Lieblich Gedeckt 16ft.7
A Lieblich Bourdon 16ft now appears on the
Great (see photo below), where it is useful for
a French Plein Jeu, and also as the softest Pedal
stop. The Swell Mixture (remodelled to be
17:19:22 in the bass) is less powerful than the
Great Fourniture, and blends well with the
minor diapason chorus of this division. The
Romantic sounds of the Oboe, and the Viole
d'amour (together with the Viole Celeste: a
similar rank tuned slightly sharp to give a soft,
undulating effect), betray the origins of the
instrument in organs of the late
Victorian/Edwardian era.

The organ as you can never see it now:
the Choir division at the back has a number of ranks
already “planted” on the soundboard. In the centre, the
Great soundboard is just being installed

The Great division contains a well developed
diapason chorus topped by a brilliant mixture,
the Fourniture III, bottom C of which sounds a
C and G three octaves above and a C four
octaves above the nominal pitch. Such highpitched mixtures with tiny treble pipes9 need
to “break-back” regularly to avoid exceeding
the practical limit of pipe making. This
division provides the foundation tone for any
organ, and the brightness of our Great Organ
makes the new instrument particularly suited
to the Baroque repertoire, including Bach’s
grander works.

The Choir also contains some softer voices:
the delicate Dulciana (distinguished by its
gentle speech and silvery tone) and a
comprehensive flute chorus. A mutation has
been added, the Nazard, which is so important
for solo lines in Baroque music. The presence
of a Principal 4ft increases the usefulness of this
division as a Positiv organ for music of this
period. The Fagotto (largely from St John's but
with its upper octave formed of pipes from
Pleck), is also useful as a chorus reed. It stands
on its own chest just behind the case, and is
also available at 16ft, 8ft and 4ft pitches on the
Pedal, as well as at 16ft on the Great. A
Clarinet became available from yet another
organ, Trinity Methodist Church, Cradley, an
instrument built by Noble of Birmingham.
The Choir also contains a five-rank Cornet8
(from tenor F upwards), popular as a solo stop
with early English and French composers, and
a distinctive feature of the instrument.
Because of the space needed for five pipes to
speak for every note sounded, the Cornet is
mounted on its own chest just behind the
central display pipes, from where its dominant
voice can, for example, be used to play the
melody lines in Chorale Prelude voluntaries of
the Baroque period.

The Pedal division has its flute chorus
extended to 8ft, 513ft and 4ft, and also has an
independent (metal) diapason at 8ft and 4ft
pitches. The bottom CC pipe of this latter
rank scales almost 612 inches in diameter: large
by any standards!

The Lieblich Bourdon 16ft, a stopped wood rank,
playable from the Pedal or Great Organs, showing the
mitres of the longest pipes, necessary in their previous
location inside a Swell box of restricted height.

see section 4.1
However, this necessary change did create a problem of
“runnings” which was eventually solved (see section 3.4) in
1997.
8 subsequently moved to the Great division
6
7

9
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see page 25

The unfavourable acoustic10 called for
something more to reinforce the bass. A
Trombone 16ft (large scale reed) had been
planned for in the original specification, but
we had been unable to find one second-hand
and the cost of ordering the 32 new pipes
required was prohibitive11.

A later stage in the organ’s construction, looking through the
South side of the case into the Swell box.

The photograph on the right shows a later
stage in the organ’s construction looking into
the Swell box, which already has some pipes
(including the mitred Open Diapason). The
solid-state switch has been installed beneath
the Swell box, the rackboards for the Fagotto
are in place, and some Trumpet pipes (top
right) can be seen “planted” on the Great
soundboard.

The organ movers: although this photograph does not include all helpers,
it does include all those who played a major role. From left to right:
Sid Appleton, Don Stone, Chris Pedley, John Barrett, Anthony Barrett, Cliff Hubbold, Harvey Boucher, Paul Barrett,
Alan Taylor, Stephen Barrett, Stephen Haynes, John Lloyd, SPI Lewis
The console (not used at Broadway) was from St John’s Church, Wolverhampton.

10
11

as it was in 1990
see Section 3.3
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K - King's Hill Methodist, Wednesbury
P - Pleck Methodist, Walsall
R - Rowley Regis College
T - Trinity Methodist, Cradley
The seventh contributing organ was
Broadway’s own Rodgers electronic which
provided the console.

2.9 The Broadway Organ in 1990
The complete specification of the organ as
originally constructed is given on the next
page. Letters in brackets indicate the material
from which the pipes of a rank is made, thus:
(m) "metal" - 20% tin, 80% lead;
(s) "spotted metal" - 50% tin, 50% lead;
(w) wood; (z) zinc

The final column shows the "family" to which
the rank belongs.
Below, a schematic diagram indicates
approximately where (in relation to the case
pipes) the pipes of the different divisions are
placed12.

The capital letter indicates the origin of the
rank, thus:
H - Halesowen Baptist
J - St John's Methodist, Wolverhampton

Open Wood

SWELL
ORGAN
GREAT
ORGAN

Fagotto

Dulciana

Pedal Octave

Cornet

Great Open Diapason
12The

Trombone & Tromba

CHOIR
ORGAN

PEDAL
ORGAN
flues

Tuba

Pedal Octave

Dulciana

Tuba was not part of the original (1990) specification,
but was added in 1995.
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Original specification of the organ (1990)
Pedal
Harmonic bass 32
Open wood 16
Bourdon 16
Lieblich bourdon 16
Octave 8
Bass flute 8
Quint 513
Superoctave 4
Flute 4
Trombone 16 [prepared for]
Bassoon 16
Fagotto 8
Fagot 4

(w)
(w)
(w)
(w)
(m)
(w)
(w)
(m)
(w)
(z)
(ms)
(ms)
(ms)

J/P
P
J
J
J
J
J
J
J
R
J
J
J

Choir (unenclosed) [Pleck Great soundboard]
Claribel flute 8
(w)
J
Dulciana 8
(wzm) J/K
Geigen Principal 4
(m)
K
Lieblich flute 4
(m)
J
Nazard 223
(m)
H
Piccolo 2
(m)
P
Cornet V [tenor F]
(m)
K
Clarinet 8
(ms)
T
Fagotto 8
(ms)
J
Tremulant
Great [St John's Swell soundboard]
Lieblich bourdon 16
(w)
Open diapason 8
(zm)
Violin diapason 8
(zm)
Stopped diapason 8
(w)
Principal 4
(m)
Wald flute 4
(w)
Twelfth 223
(m)
Fifteenth 2
(s)
Fourniture III
(ms)
Contra fagotto 16
(ms)
Trumpet 8
(m)

J
H
J/P
K
J
P
P
J
J
J
J

Swell [Pleck Swell soundboard & box]
Open diapason 8
(zm)
J/P
Rohr flute 8
(m)
P
Viole d'amour 8 [tenor C]
(s)
P
Viole celeste 8 [tenor C]
(s)
P
Principal 4
(m)
P
Gemshorn 2
(m)
J/P
Mixture III
(ms)
P
Oboe 8
(m)
P
Cornopean 8
(m)
P
Tremulant

open flue
open flue
stopped flute (wide scale)
stopped flute (narrow scale)
diapason
stopped flute
stopped flute
diapason
stopped flute
reed (higher pressure)
reed
reed
reed
open flute
flue (narrow scale)
diapason
stopped flute
stopped flute
stopped flute
five-rank mixture [1:8:12:15:17]
reed
reed

stopped flute
diapason (higher pressure)
diapason
stopped flute
diapason
open flute
diapason
diapason
three-rank mixture [22:26:29]
reed
reed
diapason
half-stopped flute
string
string
diapason
tapered
three-rank mixture [17:19:22]
reed
reed

Couplers:
SwOCTAVE, SwSUBOCTAVE, SwOCTAVE/Gt, SwSUBOCTAVE/Gt, Sw/Gt, Sw/Ch, Sw/Pd, Gt/Pd, Ch/Pd,
ChOCTAVE/Gt, Ch/Gt, Gt/Pd pistons
Combination pistons:
5 each to Swell, Great and Pedal, 4 to Choir; all but the fourth Choir piston (for the Cornet) are adjustable.
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To create the new instrument involved
extensive repositioning of pipes and re-drilling
of rackboards, together with much cleaning,
regulation & tuning. The Rodgers console has
been used with the addition of a third
keyboard (purchased from Messrs Herrburger
Brooks). The console, which is moveable, is
connected by hundreds of wires via
underground cables to a solid-state switch,
custom built for us by Messrs Kimber Allen.
This is situated beneath the Swell box in the
gallery. This “switch” works like a telephone
exchange, routing electricity to the correct
electromagnets allowing air into the correct
pipes as keys are pressed at the console.

Cleaning the pipes in the church park, May 1990

2.10 Re-birth of an organ: diary
Jan 08
Jan 10
Jan 17
Feb 01
Feb 14
Feb 16
Feb 22
Mar 02
Mar 15
Mar 23
Apr 23
Apr 29
May 18
Jun 05
Jun 15
Jun 29
Jul 01
Jul 13
Jul 15

Building work commences
Swell box erected
First pipes in place against north wall
Central case & display pipes in place
First pipes planted on a soundboard (Choir)
North side of case complete
Solid-state switch arrives from Kimber Allen
Stop knobs & combination setter panels arrive
Underground cabling complete
Blowers switched on for first time
First stage complete
Second stage commences
Rodgers electronic organ heard for the last time
Choir division connected to the new console:
organ heard at choir practice for first time
Stop jambs in place
Most of organ now playable
All wiring now complete
Organ heard in public for the first time (at evening
worship)
Second stage complete: organ tuned throughout
Service of Dedication, to which members of the
churches that had provided pipework were invited

No less than seven organs contributed to the
new instrument, hence the title of the
(original) booklet! The total cost to the
church13 was less than £15,000.
Broadway is extremely fortunate in having
amongst its members and adherents so many
generous people with an interest in good
organ music. By Christmas 1989, most of the
sum required had already been raised in gifts
and interest-free loans from within the
congregation.
Nevertheless, money still
needed to be raised to pay off the loans, so a
large fund-raising effort remained. Even more
remarkable, perhaps, is the extraordinary
combination of circumstances which has

John Barrett spraying the case pipes
in the Church Hall

Even the re-spraying of the case pipes (since
they came from different organs, they were
originally various shades of gold and silver!)
was turned into a do-it-yourself event for the
whole church. John Barrett’s business (model
train making) provided the necessary spraying
equipment while an announcement on local
radio brought a number of volunteers to help
clean the pipes (see next photo)!

13
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up to 1990

meant that the total is a mere fraction of the
normal cost of such a large instrument, in fact
no more than the cost of a replacement
electronic organ!

concerts, we felt that we must give thanks in a
service of dedication. To this event, on
Sunday 15th July, we invited the congregations
of those churches who had contributed parts
to our new organ, and all who had made the
project possible in so many different ways.

2.11 Celebrations

As we looked forward to the recitals, concerts,
and to hearing the new organ Sunday by
Sunday, I took the opportunity to thank
everyone who has helped in any way with this
project - including those who have generously
contributed to the Organ Fund - and
Alternative Audio Ltd, corporate sponsors of
the Festival.

We certainly did not intend this milestone in
the history of Broadway URC to pass unnoticed. Indeed, such a thing was impossible,
for there was already considerable interest
from other churches and the local community.
Accordingly, an Organ Festival was planned
for the Autumn, starting with the Opening
Recital on Saturday 1st September given by
David Griffiths, late organ scholar of Lincoln
College, Oxford. On 29th September, our
own choir performed Vivaldi's Gloria. On
11th November, a visit from Walsall
Symphony Orchestra.
To conclude the
festival, we were extremely fortunate to be
able to welcome Dr Roy Massey, Organist &
Master of the Choristers at Hereford
Cathedral, internationally known as recitalist,
adjudicator, conductor, and recording artist.

In particular, thanks were due to John Barrett,
for his unfailing enthusiasm and advice;
congratulations to the builders of this fine
instrument, John Lloyd and Stephen Haynes,
and their assistants Simon Ingram and Mark
Payne. To John Lloyd go very special thanks,
for throughout the project (and right up to the
present day!) he was always most helpful in
trying to accommodate our (particularly, my)
numerous requests! I said then, and believe
now even more strongly, that all our efforts
have given us an instrument that has greatly
enhanced the music in our worship. I hope
that our new organ will give us, our visitors
and future generations, enormous pleasure for
many, many years.

We were delighted to be able to use the new
organ (still incomplete) for the first time in
public worship for evening service on 1st July
1990, less than a year from the start of the
project. All who heard it immediately admired
it. Before any of the public recitals and

The completed console as it was in July 1990
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hundred, not only from Broadway’s own
congregation but also including visitors from
much further afield. I know of at least one
event where different members of the
audience had travelled from Manchester and
Lincoln to hear the organ.

THE CONTINUING STORY OF
A “BORN-AGAIN” ORGAN
3.1 Broadway’s “Autumn Music”
One
welcome,
though
unforeseen,
consequence of building of the new organ has
been a continuing interest in concerts based at
Broadway, many of them featuring the organ.
The Organ Festival referred to in the last
section (of the original “Seven into one…”) has
grown into an annual series known as
“Autumn Music”. These events regularly
attract audiences of from thirty to over a

Over the years since 1990, a wide variety of
performers, including our own church choir,
visiting male voice choirs, students from
Birmingham Conservatoire, and Walsall
Symphony Orchestra have taken part. But
since this booklet is primarily about the organ,
I shall record here only the names of the
organ recitalists.

Visiting organ recitalists (to 2010)
Toby Barnard
Mark Batten
Tim Batty
Paul Carr

Emmanuel, Wylde Green
Birmingham Conservatoire
St Giles Cathedral, Edinburgh
St Paul’s, Hockley

Peter Carder
Barry Draycott
Rosemary Field
Andrew Fletcher

Assistant Borough Organist,
Walsall
All Saints, Streetly
Birmingham Cathedral
St Thomas’s, Stourbridge

David Griffiths
Keith Hearnshaw

St Peter’s, Harborne
Concert organist

Darren Hogg

St Peter’s, Hall Green

James Luxton
Dr Roy Massey, MBE

Birmingham Conservatoire
Hereford Cathedral

Peter Morris

St Matthew’s Walsall

Andrew Proverbs
Mark Purcell
Richard Silk
Christopher Stormont

St John’s, Pleck
Oriel College, Oxford
Birmingham Conservatoire
All Saints, West Bromwich

Peter Yardley-Jones

St Mary’s Cathedral, Glasgow

6th September 2003
8th September 2001
6th September 2008
14th September 2002
4th October 2010
7th September 1991
18th October 1990
3rd September 1994
9th September 2000
7th March 2009
1st September 1990
4th September 1993
21st September 1996
10th September 2005
22nd October 1994
9th September 1995
5th September 2009
1st December 1990
9th September 2006
31st October 1990
12th September 1998
28th September 1990
9th November 1991
17th October 1992
15th September 1990
5th September 1992
7th September 1996
6th September 1997
4th September 2004
8th September 2007
16th October 2010

In addition to the four recitals I have given which are listed above, I have found myself playing organ,
and piano (sometimes both) in many of the “Autumn Music” events either as soloist or accompanist,
and also appearing frequently as director or conductor!
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with each other! More seriously, one of the
soundboards had started to warp in the
exceptionally hot conditions. This was not
altogether surprising, as many of the
components had previously near to ground
level in a building with fewer windows and
had never before suffered such extremes of
temperature. As early as September 1990,
John Lloyd was faced with repairs to an organ
he had only just finished building.

3.2 A long, hot summer
Amidst the euphoria of the opening recitals
and celebrations, much work was still going
on behind the scenes to produce the
outstanding instrument we have today. Like
any complex piece of machinery (for a large
pipe organ is certainly that, as well as a musical
instrument)14, there were teething troubles and
unforeseen difficulties.

One problem that the organ-builders quickly
realised was that the wind-supply to the Swell
division was inadequate and they installed
extra wind trunking on August 10th. This was
mainly because we had specified octave and
suboctave couplers for the Swell Organ, that
the original Pleck instrument did not have.
Although it may seem difficult to believe now,
with the benefit of a new ceiling, the Swell
division was originally too quiet and lacked
impact in the Nave. Part of the problem was
that the heavy swell shutters (opening against
gravity) were not allowing the sound to escape
properly. In the original Pleck organ, these
shutters had worked by direct mechanical
coupling to an old-fashioned Swell “lever”
operated by the organist’s right-foot: this was
not possible at Broadway because of the
distance between console and pipes.
Eventually, the problem was solved after
noticing that the Swell box was almost a
perfect square: the shutters would fit equally
well hanging vertically as horizontally. Thus
the shutters now no longer have to open
against gravity and therefore work much more
effectively.

Any new organ suffers from the occasional
cipher. This can be caused when a minute
particle settles in the pallet and prevents it
from closing. The result is that a pipe
continues to speak, even when the player is
not depressing the key! Fortunately - and this
is a tribute to the organ-builders - such
incidents were very few, but I do remember
John Lloyd frantically trying to fix such a fault
at 9.30am one Sunday morning during
Autumn 1990.
Tuning is also a problem initially, as the
mechanisms for adjusting the tuning of pipes
need to “settle” at their new pitches. There
was a particular problem concerning the pipework from Pleck, since the organ there had
evidently not been tuned to modern “concert”
pitch. It can take several tunings over many
months before the pitch stabilizes. The tuning
problem was exacerbated by the fact that 1990
(like 2003) was one of the hottest summers on
record: August 2nd saw temperatures in the
Midlands reaching the
high-90s Fahrenheit (37oC)
in the shade.
In the
greenhouse-like Nave at
Broadway, the temperature
was well over 100oF for
several days in succession.
This is a real problem for organs (as well as
organists and worshippers!), because tuning
depends critically on the length of the
vibrating air column in the pipes. Since wood
and metal pipes do not expand at the same
rate as temperature changes, and since reed
pipes are less affected than flue pipes (see
Section 2.4), even small variations in
temperature can cause different parts of such a
large instrument to be completely out of tune

Another disappointment was the lack of
brightness from the Great Fifteenth 2ft,
noticeable when playing Baroque music,
including Bach. The organ-builders were
persuaded to change these pipes for others
that they had in stock, immediately producing
a more vibrant sound.
The church’s (originally) poor acoustic was
responsible for the need to change the bottom
octave of the Lieblich Bourdon 16ft, and a few of
the bottom notes of the Dulciana 8ft for larger
scale pipes. You simply couldn’t hear the
originals down in the Nave!

a fact acknowledged as early as 1692 by Nicholas Brady in
his enthusiastic tribute to the organ: “Wondrous Machine!”
14
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books they wanted. Thus the total cost so far
was £307. I even earned a certain notoriety at
the time: one local Methodist minister jokingly
greeted me with “so you’re the man who’s
buying up all our old organs!”

3.3 Completion - and some
revelations about finance
By October, the organ-builders had returned
to make preparations for the addition of the
high-pressure reed mentioned in section 2.8.
The story of how we came to acquire these
extra stops, which had been planned for in the
original specification, did not appear in “Seven
into one…” because it was happening at the
time the booklet was being printed!
Originally, the plan was to add just 30 pipes to
the Pedal division, a Trombone 16ft. Having
failed to find such a rank of second-hand
pipes, we enquired of a firm of pipe-makers
how much it would cost to buy just twelve (ie
the bottom octave) new pipes of this type: the
answer was over £3000, about one-quarter of
the cost of the whole organ at that point! I
suppose this really brought home to me for
the first time what a bargain we had.

I was thus quite determined to acquire this
rank of high-pressure reed pipes to complete
the organ - as long as it cost less than the
£3000 that new pipes would have done! I
eventually bought the whole Rowley organ for
£750, giving the 82 pipes to the church, while
the remainder went to Lloyd & Haynes in
exchange for the work of installing the new
stops at Broadway. Thus we acquired a
Tromba 8ft and Clarion 4ft for the Choir Organ
as well as the Pedal Trombone.

John Lloyd then alerted me to a redundant
organ in Rowley Regis College, because it
possessed a extended rank (82 pipes) of a
high-pressure reed suitable for use as three
stops: Trombone 16ft, Tromba 8ft, and Clarion 4ft.
The snag was that the college authorities were
not interested in selling those pipes alone.
They wanted to sell the whole organ and use
the money to buy an amplification system for
the Main Hall.

Removing a Tromba pipe from
the Rowley Regis College organ

Parts of the team responsible for dismantling
the other three organs reconvened in Rowley
Regis College.
We measured the wind
pressure reaching the Tromba rank at 5in wg,
and so assumed this was the pressure at which
it was designed to operate. Unfortunately, it
seems that various leaks in the trunking gave
us a false reading. After installing the pipes in
Broadway, we discovered that the actual
pressure required was much higher. The
maximum pressure available from our main
blower was about 512 wg, so we had a big
problem.

I had already made a gift to the church of all
the pipe-work from the earlier organs. If this
seems over-generous, now is perhaps the time
to reveal just how much the original pipework actually cost, something which I was
reluctant to put into print at the time in 1990,
for it seemed so incredible. I bought the
vandalised Pleck organ for £100 and we
obtained £93 as scrap value for those pipes
which had been damaged beyond repair, ie the
overall cost was just £7. The St John’s organ,
a working instrument but in need of several
thousand pounds-worth of renovation, was
purchased for £250 (they had already placed
an order for a replacement electronic organ).
The King’s Hill congregation, having been
reassured that we did not want the case pipes
and would leave the organ looking the same as
we found it, expected nothing: I gave them a
donation of £50 to buy some extra hymn-

During November, I had to write to Roy
Massey at Hereford, who had planned to use
the new stop to play Norman Cocker’s
famous Tuba Tune in his December recital, to
say that the high-pressure reed would not be
available. John Lloyd eventually gave us an
auxiliary (“booster”) blower to deliver the
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high-pressure wind just for this extended rank.
It sits on top of the chest in the Church Office
containing the two main blowers. However,
this work had to be fitted in around his other
commitments and was not completed until the
end of February 1991. What is the final
pressure? It’s difficult to say, because John
simply added weights to the bellows until it
sounded just right and, at that pressure, it blew
the water clean out of his manometer! It must
be at least 8in wg.

pipes of a rather brighter
tone. The whole rank is
now voiced on the same
pressure (3 in wg) as the
rest of the organ, removing
the need for the noisy
bellows! This has yielded a
much more useful stop, of
fuller intonation than the
softer and brighter Violin
Diapason 8ft, yet with
enough harmonics to be
useful on its own to
underpin an alternative
diapason chorus.
As a
result of this change, two
alternative
diapason
choruses became available
on the Great: a lighter
Baroque-sounding
combination based on the
Violin Diapason and a fuller,
rounder, more Romantic
sound based on the Open
Diapason.

It was very gratifying that after the 1990
Christmas Day Family Service, Dennis Evans
(then Church Secretary), called for applause
for the organ music. What a momentous year
it had been!

3.4 Trouble with the wind
Raising the wind for the extended
Tromba/Trombone
rank
proved
more
troublesome than expected, but we were
troubled by the wind in other ways. A number
of problems caused by wind leaks continued
well into 1992. The wooden chests (on which
the pipes stand) and bellows in the organ (like
the pipework) date from the early years of the
century, and had been used to more moist
conditions at ground level in a damp church
rather than the warm, dry atmosphere high in
Broadway’s organ loft. This has caused
occasional warping and splitting that has
needed attention. Further work was necessary
in 1997 on the Swell division, using proceeds
from Autumn Music 97, to keep the wind
noise under control and suppress “runnings”.
This is when small amounts of wind leak
through gaps in the soundboard from one
rank of pipes to another, causing unwanted
pipes to “murmur” or speak softly, producing
a harsh, discordant effect.

Case pipes
form the
bottom octave
of the Great
Open Diapason

Another problem concerned a pedal stop, the
Open Wood 16ft. These are the largest pipes in
the whole organ, and there was insufficient
height in the organ loft to accommodate the
bottom octave in their normal vertical
position. The bottom F pipe had been mitred
(the top cut off and turned through 90o) while
the bottom five (C, C#, D, D# and E) sit
horizontally at the back of the organ15.
Because of this, they made little impact in the
Nave, being less assertive than the (supposedly
quieter) Bourdon 16ft. John Lloyd decided to
try them on the heavy pressure line installed
for the Tromba, and this proved excellent.
However, more heavy-pressure wind trunking
created a further increase in wind noise that
had become distracting during the quieter
moments of services. Installing a “ventil”, a
device that switches off the wind supply to a
set of pipes until that particular stop is drawn
at the console, did the trick!. This successfully
reduced the background noise when the organ
is switched on but not being played.

A different problem arose from the fact that
the Great Open Diapason 8ft (which formed
part of the case pipes) was more flute-like than
diapason at the normal pressure of 3in wg and
the organ-builders had provided (at the last
moment) a small, rather old, bellows to allow
this stop to be voiced on 4in wg. The
eventual solution was to replace all the treble
pipes of this rank (those not in the case) with

These are the huge wooden pipes you can see from Broadway
North, looking through the West window.
15
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sounding 213 octaves up) and 113ft (the Larigot,
sounding 212 octaves up) individually in
combination with stops of unison pitch.
These mutations produce highly characteristic
alterations to the tone colour of notes. The
Choir division already contained a Nazard, and
in 1994 I persuaded the church to fund the
addition of the two extra stops, Tierce and
Larigot, while moving the Cornet from the
Choir to the Great division.

3.5 French Baroque
A new organ prompts a renewed interest (in
this organist, at least) in learning new organ
music, and I have spent many happy hours
doing just that since 1990. My interest turned
to the Baroque, and to English and French
music of that period. One distinctive feature
of the organ is its five-rank Cornet, (see photo).

These changes allowed for the echo effects in
English Cornet Voluntaries (the echo coming
from the separate Choir mutation stops
corresponding to the ranks of a Cornet) as well
as characteristic continental solo sounds such
as 8.4.113 (with the Larigot), 8.223.135
(Sesquialtera)16, and 8.4.223.2.135.113 (for Tierce en
Taille movements of, for example, Couperin or
du Mage).
At the same time, it was decided to swap the
8ft rank of the Cornet for narrower scale open
pipes in order to utilise the original as a
Rohrflute 8ft on the Choir. This replaced a
fairly bland open flute, the Claribel Flute 8ft,
with the much perkier sound of a “halfcovered” rank (the pipes of the Rohrflute have
holes drilled in their stoppers). All these
changes greatly improved the Choir division,
giving it much more of a Baroque character.
Even during its original construction, the
organ had “grown” resulting from the
acquisition of more pipe work, so the
opportunity was taken (at no expense to the
church) of providing more playing aids in the
form of extra combination pistons and
couplers. This was done by the simple
expedient of “hard-wiring” the first piston on
the Great & Pedal divisions (to the Stopped
Diapason 8ft and Lieblich Bourdon 16 ft
respectively), then moving the remaining
piston controls down one on the adjustable
setter panels in order to create a Great (and
Pedal) piston 6. A Cornet piston (selecting
the individual ranks which make up the Echo
Cornet sound) was also added to the Choir,
together with Choir to Great octave and
suboctave couplers.

The Cornet, a five-rank stop that occupies a central
position just behind the case

This is a short-compass stop (starting from
tenor F) with no less than five flue pipes (of
8ft, 4ft, 223ft, 2ft and 135ft pitches) per note.
English composers such as John Stanley and
William Walond wrote many Cornet
Voluntaries, and these could be played quite
effectively on the new organ. However, such
voluntaries also call for echo effects from a
less powerful Cornet. French music of the
same period tends to use each of the
“mutations” at 223ft (the Nazard, sounding 112
octaves above the played note), 135 (the Tierce,

True Sesquialtera sound requires narrow-scale pipes, ie
diapason, rather than the wider-scaled flutes.
16
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3.6 English Tuba
By this time, the Broadway organ had grown
to be not only the magnum opus of Lloyd &
Haynes but also the largest instrument for
which the firm is responsible for tuning and
maintenance. When John Lloyd heard that a
rank of Tuba pipes (the most dominant voice
of a Romantic organ) was for sale in a
Birmingham church, I quickly arranged to
purchase them. As a result of a further
donation, the work to install this stop, playable
from both Great and Choir manuals, was
carried out without any cost to the church.
Such is its power that it can only be used
sparingly, but what a stirring effect it can
create: a quintessential part of the British
“imperial organ” tradition. The photograph
above shows some of the Tuba’s “hooded”
pipes that stand immediately behind the north
side of the case.
The mighty bass pipes of the Tuba, showing
the mitres at the base of the resonators

Together with the large Great Open Diapason,
this has enabled even more organ music, from
the early 20th century English tradition, to be
played authentically.
Keith Hearnshaw’s
performance of Sir Edward Bairstow’s Prelude
in C on the occasion of Worcestershire
Organists’ Association visit (May 1997)
sounded uncannily like Francis Jackson’s
recorded performance in York Minster - the
organ for which the piece was written.
Members of the congregation who like to
occupy the seats just under the organ case may
be reassured to know that, because of the size
of our building, the Tuba is voiced on the
same modest wind pressure as the existing
Tromba rank, ie about 8in wg. In organs
situated in larger Parish Churches, eg St Mary
Redcliffe, Bristol, there exist Tubas which
speak on up to 15in wg, while Liverpool
Cathedral’s ear-splitting Tuba Magna is voiced
on 50in wg! Our Tuba has a “ventil” (see
Section 3.4) to suppress background wind
noise from the high pressure line when it is
not in use. Even so, those of nervous
disposition should beware!
The treble pipes of the Tuba that stand just behind the
north end of the case: beware!
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3.7 A new ceiling
However skilled the organ-builder and
designer, the sound of any organ depends
critically on the acoustic of the building. Even
a first-class instrument placed in a dry acoustic
will sound mediocre, while a reverberant
acoustic will flatter a modest instrument. The
same is true of the human voice. Both choral
and congregational singing can benefit
enormously from a reverberation time of 1.5
sec or more: Broadway’s reverberation time
was measured to be no more than 0.5 sec.
This is the reason why hymn singing (and the
singing of the choir) used to sound so thin and
lifeless.
In 1995, the church embarked on major work
to replace the lighting system in the sanctuary.
In a project costing many thousands of
pounds, the additional cost of replacing the
acoustic ceiling tiles, so detrimental to singing
and organ music, was modest. I had often
jokingly said that, to hear the organ at its best,
we should need to demolish the building and
construct a new church around it! It never
occurred to me that the opportunity to
effectively do just that might arise.

Part of the Swell division, with the reeds on the front of
the soundboard (top left of photograph), immediately
behind the (closed) shutters.
The fluework includes the ultra-thin ranks of Viole
d’amour pipes (centre), the cork-stoppered Lieblich
Gedact and the wider-scale Open Diapason (foreground)

In 1997, the opportunity arose to restore a
Clarion 4ft to the organ (there had been no 4ft
manual reed since one was displaced by the
Tuba added to the Choir in 1995). A separate
rank of brightly voiced Clarion pipes, donated
by the author, now completes the fiery, reeddominated, traditionally English “Full Swell”.
This perfectly complements the brilliant
transparency of the Great chorus with its
higher-pitched mixture (Fourniture) and
narrower-scale, brassy Trumpet.

I still remember the amazement and joy on the
faces of members of the choir when we sang
for the first time under the new ceiling. The
effect was stunning! The effect on the sound
of the organ was no less impressive. I
summoned John Lloyd, and we experimented
with reducing the wind pressure to the Great,
Choir and Pedal divisions. This gave us much
more flexibility in achieving the best tonal
balance than was previously possible, when it
had been necessary to focus on making sure
that the organ had adequate power to
accompany the singing of a large
congregation.
Eventually, after pressure
changes and some revoicing, the beautifully
balanced sound with which we are now
familiar emerged.

3.8 Finishing touches?
In the second (1997) edition of this booklet, I
asked the question, seven years after its
original construction, “is the organ now
finished?”. In response, I discussed two
improvements that had not been possible
because suitable second-hand pipe work had
never been available and the cost of new pipes
(as we have already heard) is prohibitive. The
year 2003 will surely go down as a vintage year

The Swell division, originally the smallest and
least satisfactory part of the organ, retained its
initial pressure, making it slightly louder
relative to the rest of the organ: just what was
wanted!
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second only to 1990 in the history of this
amazing instrument. For both of the stops
longed for in 1997 have now been added.

unsatisfactory when applied to manual
divisions where it results in “missing” notes in
a chord. But the organist is rarely called upon
to play chords with the feet (thank goodness!)
and so upward extension of Pedal ranks is
quite common. We decided that the huge
Open Wood 16ft (a rank of 30 pipes) must lose
its top 18 to make space for the Violone, and
from tenor C upwards the Open Wood now
uses the pipes of the Pedal Octave. Even so, it
was a tight squeeze, and the bottom four (and
therefore largest) Violone pipes had to made of
wood with a mitre in order to fit them in.
These extensive modifications were completed
in March 2003 at a cost of £800.

In discussion with John Lloyd
about an open metal rank of
16ft pitch for the Pedal Organ,
I had always assumed that we
should have to find one, ie
already made, as purchase of
new pipe work is so expensive.
But then John suggested that,
just as he had formed the Cornet
by cutting in half ranks of
narrow-scale string-tone pipes
to effectively widen their scale,
so he could join together two
ranks of (readily available) 8ft
diapason pipes to produce a
narrow scale 16ft stop of stringtone. The resulting pipes tend
not to have prompt speech, but
the solution to this (discovered
at the end of the 19th century) is
to add a “harmonic-bridge” or
“beard” to the mouth, usually
cylindrical,
the
correct
positioning of which is critical
to the production of a good
tone quality.
The resulting
sound is richer in harmonics
than a normal diapason and
Pedal division stops in this
category are called Violone, the
low purring note resembling
that of a bass stringed
A Violone
instrument. This gives much
better pitch definition to the 16ft, showing
the narrow
lowest notes of the organ than
scale pipe
is possible with flute tone, and
work and
is a most useful addition to the
harmonic
bridge at the
organ’s repertoire of sounds.
mouth
However, before installation, a
major difficulty had to be overcome: there was
no room in the gallery for another 30 pipes of
such size!

The second addition in 2003 was a gift from
the author. Having visited the home of John
Lloyd to hear his recently constructed fourmanual organ (yes, really, a four-manual house
organ!), I was impressed, amongst other
things, by its Vox Humana. I asked John to
bring a small number of these pipes to
Broadway during our next regular tuning (in
July 2003) and we both agreed that it sounded
very fine in the (by now) generous acoustic of
the church. So John agreed to allow me to
purchase this stop as a gift for the church to
mark my fortieth year of organ-playing.
When the Clarion was installed, the
opportunity had been taken to extend the
Swell box almost to the back wall. This was
therefore virtually the only place in the gallery
where there was now room for more pipes.
Moreover, the delicate buzzing of this quietest
of reed stops, so named because of its
resemblance to a vibrato style of singing,
benefits from enclosure, a gentle tremulant, and
distance from the listener: all of these
conditions are met by placing it at the rear of
our Swell Organ. The Vox Humana is used
extensively in English Baroque and much
French organ music and (as can be seen from
the diagram on page 9) is quite different in
length, and hence quality of tone, from all
other reed stops of the Broadway organ.
Installation took place during August 2003,
from when it has been possible to play even
more of the standard repertoire with authentic
sounds.

The solution to this dilemma was to engage in
a little “borrowing”. The Pedal 4ft stops
(diapason and flute) are not separate ranks but
extensions of the corresponding 8ft (and in
the case of the flute, 16ft) ranks. This practice
is frowned upon by purists, and is most
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The upperwork of the Fagotto had been
replaced in 1997 by better quality pipework
that had originally been part of an Orchestra
Oboe rank, and it was decided to move that to
the new Solo division. The five-rank mounted
Cornet had been moved to the Great Organ in
1994 to enable echo effects to be created
between it and the Cornet separé of the Choir
division, but its proper home is not in the
Great division’s chorus work: it too was
moved to the Solo.

3.9 Conversion to four manuals
In the fifteen years since its original
conception in 1989, the organ had “grown”
substantially, with no less than eight extra
speaking stops17 and several extra couplers &
other playing aids having been added at
various times. Not one division of the organ
remained as planned in the original scheme,
for even the (least changed) Great Organ had
acquired the mounted Cornet V from the
Choir division when the addition of mutations
to the latter (1994) made possible a Cornet
separé (see page 24). It was becoming quite a
challenge to “manage” this huge instrument,
particularly
for
inexperienced
visiting
organists. In the previous edition of this
booklet, I hinted at the need to expand to four
manuals thinking that this really was just a
“pipe-dream”: surely four-manual organs are
only to be found in our larger cathedrals and
parish churches? But the opportunity for just
such a conversion at very modest cost arose,
as has often been the case with this
instrument, through a particular combination
of favourable circumstances.

Early on in the history of the instrument, it
had been decided to replace the Choir Claribel
Flute 8ft with a half-stopped Rohr Flute, which
had better blending qualities in forming the
basis for chorus work (the Choir division has
never had an 8ft diapason). So the organ now
lacked an open flute rank at 8ft pitch.
Following a rebuild of another organ that
John Lloyd was maintaining, an open flute
(part of that instrument’s Great division,
where it did not blend well with the chorus)
had been removed. Thus we acquired a rare
and beautiful Vienna Flute stop, the mouths of
which are circular. They produce a sonorous,
bold and imitative tone: just what was required
for a Solo division Flute stop.

John Lloyd had been looking for a suitable
second-hand keyboard for some time, and it
was proving difficult to find one that closely
matched the shape of the keys of the rest of
the instrument. Eventually he found one, but
the “white” plastic was a different shade from
the other “naturals”, so he undertook the
laborious process of recovering all the naturals
in matching white plastic. The high-pressure
reeds (Tromba and Tuba) would clearly benefit
from being moved to a Solo division – where,
incidentally, they would be less likely to be
used accidentally by inexperienced visiting
organists! This is not as far-fetched as it
sounds. I once heard of a visiting organist
who had introduced one of the hymns at a
funeral using the Tuba in chords (really!) when
it was located on the lower manual: the effect
on the grieving congregation is best not
imagined.

This left just one spare slot on the right-hand
stop jamb. What did the organ lack? The
answer, a mild-string stop, John Lloyd just
happened to have lying around in his
workshop! It became the Solo division’s Viola
8ft, with its bass derived from the Violone 16ft
that John had “created” a few years earlier. It
is voiced boldly, on higher than usual pressure,
to emphasize the upper harmonics.
But surely the amount of re-wiring, including
the essential extra couplers to enable the ranks
of the Solo to be shared with other divisions
of the organ, would be very expensive? John
devised a plan to keep the re-wiring to a
minimum by using the existing Choir division
(coupling action via the original solid-state
switch) as the new Solo division, leaving just
the stops that were to remain on the (new)
Choir division to be wired manually. With no
more room in the underfloor channel, this
new wiring had to be concealed overhead
along the balcony that runs the length of the
church to the organ chamber!

In chronological order, these were Tromba 8ft &
Trombone 16ft (to Choir & Pedal, respectively, in 1990)
Tierce 135ft & Larigot 113ft, (to Choir in 1994), Tuba 8ft
(to Choir in 1995), Clarion 4ft & Vox Humana 8ft (to
Swell in 1997 and 2003) and Violone 16ft (to Pedal in
2003).
17
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circle of cognescenti, they are simply not much
liked.”

3.10 From electric to eclectic
During the 1990s, Priory Records had started
to produce an excellent new series of solo
organ recitals on compact disc. Their series,
called “Great European Organs”, included
recorded
recitals
on
the
famous
Harrison & Harrison four-manual organ in
King’s College Cambridge, the Father Willis
organ of Lincoln Cathedral (to my ears at
least, one of the most perfect examples of the
English Romantic organ tradition) and one of
the world’s finest surviving Baroque organs,
the Christian Müller organ of 1738 in St
Bavo’s, Haarlem in the Netherlands. As I
listened to, and attempted to play, an
increasing range of organ music, I naturally
compared the sound of the Broadway organ
with recordings of these great European
organs. Slowly, the truth began to dawn. We
had in our midst not just a bargain but a real
treasure.

The primary function of the new Broadway
organ was always intended to be as an
accompanying instrument to the singing of
choir and congregation. However, through
careful design, sensitive voicing, and generous
donations, it has grown to be much more than
that. It is now capable of playing and
accompanying the entire repertoire of organ
and choral music convincingly.
Using it to produce chamber organ sounds,
while accompanying Haydn’s “Little Organ”
Mass sung by Broadway Chorale was a real joy.
And could anyone fail to be stirred by the
hugely contrasting sounds of the organ
accompaniment to Wesley’s anthem Blessed be
the God and Father, sung at the ordination of
our Minister, Rev Diana Cullum-Hall, one
week later? It is completely at home with the
French Baroque, and with 20th century English
organ music. For now, we have not an electric
organ but an eclectic organ.

In this country, organ building and
performance practice underwent a renaissance
during the 1960s and 1970s with the influence
of continental organ-builders to be heard (and
seen) in the work of British firms such as
Grant, Degens & Bradbeer, eg at the Meeting
House, Sussex University (an organ I have had
the privilege of playing) and Peter Collins at St
Peter Mancroft, Norwich. This so-called
“classical revival” had, by the end of the
1980s, influenced most British organ-builders,
although few were prepared to follow the
more extreme examples set by G D & B, with
screaming high-pitched mixture work,
excessive harmonic attack (“chiff”) on
fluework and aggressive reed voicing.

While avoiding the excesses of the “classical
revival”, it nevertheless has sufficient clarity in
its diapason choruses and mixture work
(avoiding the large Great Open Diapason!) to
allow Bach to be played effectively. Many
cathedral organs, with wide-scaled, ultraRomantic pipe-voicing, situated in buildings
with long reverberation times, are much less
effective in this sort of music. However, it
also has sufficient tonal variety and power to
make English and French Romantic music
equally enjoyable, including the luscious
sounds of the Solo Vienna Flute as well as the
gentle sweetness of the Dulciana, and Viole
d’amour (most effective in enhancing the
solemn stillness of a service of Holy
Communion). The addition of extra mutation
stops to the Choir has enabled authentic
performance of much early music. The Tuba
provides those glorious fanfare effects while
the Trombone and Tromba combine with the full
diapason and reed choruses to give the
ultimate sound climax on those rare occasions
when a really overwhelming effect is needed,
eg at the end of Widor’s notorious Toccata.

To quote Stephen Bicknell from his wideranging treatise on the subject18, “The
purchase of such organs had been in the
hands of a minority of intellectual organists…,
many of whom are perceived as having
devoted part or [the] whole of their interest to
problems of solo repertoire, rather than to
problems
of
worship
and
choral
accompaniment…. However much one may
appreciate the virtues of the best classical
organs…, it must be admitted that, outside a
18The

history of the English organ, CUP, p.351
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Part of the Great Organ,
showing the Trumpet (foreground), behind which is the Wald Flute (of wood).
The larger Stopped Diapason (also wood) can be seen further back,
with the tiny pipes of the three rank Fourniture in between.
Metal diapason pipes are seen on the extreme right.
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4 DESCRIPTION OF THE 2005 ORGAN
4.1 Stop jambs
To the non-organist, it often comes as a surprise to learn that virtually the only means at the
organist’s disposal for changing volume (let alone tone quality) is adding and subtracting different
ranks of pipes by means of “stops” (so called because, when not selected, they “stop” the wind
getting to that particular set of pipes, see section 2.4). The wood panels (either side and above the
keyboards in our case) in which the stop knobs are mounted are called “jambs”. Compared to the
pianist (who can vary volume by depressing the keys with more or less force) or the wind player (who
can vary breath pressure) the organist has no comparable means of spontaneous volume control. It
is true that, in modern organs, one division is placed inside a wooden box with opening shutters
(called, not surprisingly, the “Swell” division) but this effect is comparatively insensitive.

The right-hand stop jamb:
Solo (black), Choir and Great organs

The left-hand stop jamb:
Pedal and Swell organs
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4.2 Swell Organ

These first four stops constitute our Swell diapason chorus. Diapason is the
“foundation” tone of any organ, comprising open metal flue pipes of moderate scale.
Our Swell diapasons are lighter and less assertive than those of the Great division. The
Principal 4ft sounds an octave above the Open Diapason 8ft, while the Gemshorn sounds
two octaves above, ie their pipes are half and a quarter, respectively, the length of the
Open Diapason for any given note. Gemshorn is the name given to a stop with tapered
pipes (smaller in scale at the top than at the bottom), producing a bright, clean tone
which is very attractive and less assertive than a conventional 2ft diapason rank. Played
together, these three stops produce a moderately loud (mezzo forte) sound of great
clarity. The chorus is topped by a three-rank mixture which adds a restrained brilliancy
to the sound. When bottom C is pressed, the three pipes per note of the Mixture III
speak at treble C , middle G, and (approximately) middle E, the latter “tierce” rank, a
characteristic feature of English mixture work (bottom two octaves only), intensifying
the reedy character of the Swell division.
Here we come to the two stops that most obviously date from the Romantic era.
Designed to emulate the sound of stringed instruments playing very softly, the Viole
d’amour is the quietest stop in the organ (with the Swell box shut), producing a tone of
extreme delicacy. The Viole Celeste enhances this effect: its pipes are tuned slightly sharp
and, when used with the Viole d’amour, produce a gentle undulating effect. Both ranks
use the narrowest scale open pipes of “spotted metal”, the high tin component
enhancing the “edginess” of the tone still further. The bottom octave is missing (as
was often the case around 1900) and the Gedact speaks instead.
This is the only one flute stop in the division: a restrained but brightly-toned Lieblich
Gedact 8ft. It combines very well with both the Principal and Gemshorn to produce a
more Baroque-sounding chorus, but is equally charming when used with the Viole
d’amour for a soft Romantic pianissimo registration.
The four Swell reeds are all delightfully different in character. The most recent addition
to the organ, the Vox Humana 8ft, is a fractional length reed where the short length
resonator produces a characteristically soft, buzzing tone. This stop responds
particularly well to expression (hence its inclusion in the Swell box), to the tremulant, and
to being placed at a distance from the listener (it is located right at the back of the box).
The extreme delicacy of this (nowadays) unusual sound is a very special feature of the
Swell Organ. The Oboe 8ft has very narrow-scale pipes with a partly open “bell” at the
top. It is a moderately soft stop, useful both as a solo voice to sing out a melody
accompanied on another manual, or in combination with the diapason chorus to add a
“darker” character without greatly increasing volume. In contrast, the Cornopean 8ft is a
smooth-toned, wide-scale chorus reed, adding “fire” to the diapason chorus. Its octave
companion, the narrower-scaled Clarion 4ft, adds a brassy brilliance to the sound. By
using the sub-octave coupler with these two reeds, plus the Mixture, Principal and Gedact,
a traditional English “Full Swell” effect is obtained.
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4.3 Great Organ
The two diapasons of 8ft pitch are delightfully different in character: the Open Diapason is
full and powerful - typically Edwardian - of wide scale and large “cut-up”. The original
pipes had their top lips covered in leather to further intensify the impenetrable texture, but
these were removed before installation at Broadway. In complete contrast, the Violin
Diapason is lighter and rich in upper harmonics. This effectively gives two alternative
choruses: a full Romantic-style sound dominated by fundamental pitch, and a brighter
Baroque-style with more emphasis on the upper harmonics. I personally favour the latter
when accompanying hymns, but both find ready application in organ music of their
respective periods. Both 8ft diapasons are useful as solo stops, in addition to their chorus
use. The Principal is carefully voiced to give a bright but not overwhelming increase in
power to the Violin Diapason, while it is still useful to modify the thicker texture of the large
“Open”. The Twelfth is a typically English stop, adding a mutation to the diapason chorus
that reinforces the fundamental as well as colouring it without resort to extreme upperwork.
It should always be used with the Fifteenth, a 2ft stop more brilliant than the equivalent
(Gemshorn) in the Swell. The crowning glory of the chorus is the high-pitched mixture, the
Fourniture III. This powerful effect needs to be used sparingly, as it adds a tingling glitter to
top any other combination of stops in the entire organ. In the improved acoustic, this stop
imparts a shimmering brilliancy to the full organ sound.
The three contrasting flutes are rarely used as a chorus. The Lieblich Bourdon 16ft is most
useful to add weight rather than power to the Great diapason chorus, being the least
assertive of all organ flutes. It is the first stop so far encountered in this listing to be
constructed of wood rather than metal, comprising narrow-scaled stopped pipes. It is an
essential feature of the Plein Jeu, a registration greatly loved by the early French composerorganists. The Stopped Diapason 8ft, in spite of its name, is a flute stop, lacking the harmonic
development of a true diapason, though of wider scale than the Lieblich Bourdon. Its full,
purring foundation tone makes it useful both as a solo voice and in combination with
higher-pitched diapason stops. The Wald Flute 4ft has wide-scale open wood pipes, giving a
much purer, intense flute tone. Although generally less useful in combination, it does
combine well with the Stopped Diapason producing a “creamy” effect reminiscent of the oldfashioned large-scale harmonic flutes, which required double-length pipes. I use it most
often one octave down as a solo stop, effectively creating an open 8ft flute.
The Great reeds are of narrower-scale with a more brassy quality than those of the Swell.
They provide the climax tone of the Great division and, unlike the Romantically voiced
Swell reeds, more closely resemble Baroque voicing. The Trumpet is particularly useful as a
solo stop, maintaining brightness well into the treble region - often a problem with reed
pipes from the turn of the century. The Contra Fagotto provides firm pitch definition in the
bass, and is powerful enough (it stands just behind the South end of the case) to make its
presence felt below the full diapason chorus.
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4.4 Pedal Organ
The Pedal division, played via a keyboard spanning 212 octaves that is designed for the feet,
provides the bass in most organ music. Unlike the manual division, where 8ft pitch is the
fundamental sound, the Pedal division uses 16ft as its fundamental pitch, ie one octave
lower. Its lowest notes descend to pitches where the effect can often be felt rather than
heard! Pipes producing the lowest notes must, by the laws of Physics, be larger. This causes
problems both because of the space they occupy compared to treble pipes, and the fabulous
expense of 16ft metal pipes! Therefore this is the division where apparently small
economies can drastically reduce the cost and size of the instrument. Also, since chords
cannot be played (a maximum of one note at a time is, fortunately, normally all that is called
for!) it is possible to “borrow” pipes from one rank to serve as another stop of the same
tone but different pitch. Thus the Bourdon 16ft, Bass Flute 8ft, Quint 513ft and Flute 4ft are, in
fact, just one rank of pipes, with tenor C of the Bass Flute corresponding to middle C of the
Bourdon, bottom C of the Flute 4ft and bottom G of the Quint. These wide-scale stopped
pipes very commonly provide the bass in English organs; indeed, many older, smaller organs
have to make do with a single Bourdon 16ft as the only stop of the Pedal division. This leads
to enormous difficulties in “balance” between manual and pedal divisions. Like the Great
Twelfth, the Quint reinforces the fundamental (16ft pitch this time) cleanly, without sacrificing
clarity of line. The Lieblich Bourdon is “borrowed” from the bass of the Great stop of the
same name. Its narrower-scaled pipes are excellent for providing the bass for the softest
stops of the organ. The Open Wood is the loudest of the 16ft flues, comprising open, largescale wood pipes. In some organs, this stop is described as a diapason, but it lacks the
harmonic development of open metal pipes. Its primary function is to provide great weight
of fundamental tone to underpin the loudest combinations.
As the only metal stop of 16ft pitch in the organ, the Violone is a most valuable addition,
providing good pitch definition at these low frequencies without excessive “weight” of tone.
Diapason tone is provided by metal case pipes which are louder than the Great Violin
Diapason but with more harmonic development and better pitch definition than the Great
“Open”. Here, two stops (Octave and Mixture III) use the same rank of pipes, and these same
pipes are also used for the upper octave of the Open Wood.
The Harmonic Bass 32ft is a trick! By sounding two pipes, one and one-and-a-half octaves
above the desired note, the ear is deceived into thinking that a note one octave lower is
present. This only works satisfactorily for the lowest octave, so from tenor C upwards this
stop “borrows” from the Bourdon.
The normal pressure pedal reed is borrowed from the Great Contra Fagotto at three pitches as
Bassoon, Fagotto and Fagot. It is a most useful stop, adding clarity without weight to the bass
line in louder combinations, but also excellent as a solo stop at 8ft and sometimes 4ft pitch,
eg where the melody in a chorale prelude is written to be played by the feet.
The climax tone of the division comes from a high pressure reed, the Trombone 16ft. This is
voiced on about 8in wg and has wide-scaled, flared, full-length resonators and thick,
“loaded” tongues. It was revoiced in 2003 to produce a more intense but still brassy sound,
maintaining power right down to bottom C.
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4.5 Choir Organ

Choir divisions, probably so-called as a corruption of “Chair” rather than referring to a
church choir (the pipes of this division traditionally occupied a place behind the
organist’s bench), were originally devised as an alternative chorus (of lesser power) to
the Great. The Swell division was a comparatively late (18th century) invention.
Nowadays, Choir divisions often have different functions: to provide soft stops for
quiet accompaniment and, in this case, to provide a range of “mutation” stops for solo
effects.
The Dulciana is the quietest stop. It is a sort of echo diapason, using medium-narrow
scaled open metal pipes distinguished by their soft, restful, singing tone.
There is only one diapason rank, and that emphasises the upper harmonics earning it
the name Geigen Principal, derived from the stringed instrument called the Gamba.
It is voiced to produce a clear, bright but mezzo piano (moderately soft) tone in
combination with the Rohr Flute, a favourite combination of Baroque composers.
In contrast to the Great and Swell, our Choir is dominated by flute tone. The Rohr Flute
has half-stoppered metal pipes, ie the stoppers have a hole bored through them. This
clears the tone and gives the stop a distinctly “perky” sound. It provides the
fundamental pitch for all combinations in this division. The Lieblich Flute is of great
charm, with just a hint of articulation or “chiff” as the pipes speak. I always look for
opportunities to play softer contrapuntal music on this stop alone. The Piccolo
comprises medium-scale metal pipes and is smoothly fluty.
The three mutations, ie stops not sounding the unison note, are used - separately or
together - in combination with the Rohr Flute and sometimes also the Lieblich Flute.
They provide many of the solo voices beloved of French and German Baroque
organist-composers. The Nazard adds fullness to the basic 8ft (and 4ft) sound, the
Larigot adds brightness & colour, and the Tierce adds reediness. The Nazard and Tierce,
in combination with the 8ft, 4ft and 2ft flutes, constitute a “Cornet” sound, and this
combination is delightful when used in English Cornet Voluntaries as the “echo” after a
phrase is announced on the Great Cornet. It is also an essential part (with 8ft and 4ft
reeds) of the powerful “Grand Jeu” combination used extensively in French Baroque
music. The Cornet combination plus Larigot, when used as a left-hand solo, produces
the unique French sound of the “Tierce en Taille”. These beautiful sounds are rarely
found in this country, and are a very special feature of the Broadway organ.
The Clarinet is a reed with half-length, narrow, cylindrical resonators of modest power.
This example is slightly thinner toned than usual, more in keeping with the Baroque
character of the division.
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4.6 Solo Organ

A Solo division is normally only found on concert-hall organs and in the largest parish
churches and cathedrals. The story of how Broadway URC came to acquire such a
luxury has already been told (page 28). As its name suggests, the primary purpose of
such a division is to provide a group of solo voices, normally used separately for a
melody line each with a distinctive character, rather than in combination, as is often the
case with other divisions of the organ. Because of the need to accommodate the stop
controls directly above those for the Great & Choir divisions, the stop heads are in
black so that they may be quickly distinguished from those of the others divisions
during performance.
The Vienna Flute is the most powerful of the four 8ft flute stops on the organ. A very
rare stop, it uses large-scale, open, wood pipes that have circular mouths. It is situated
just behind the case pipes on the South side of the organ chamber. Not as pure as the
Great Wald Flute 4ft, although its pipes are of similar design, it is voiced more boldly
imparting a hint of horn-like quality.
The only example in the entire instrument of a stop classified as a “mild string” (the
Swell Viole d’amour is a soft version of the “keener”-toned orchestral string family), the
Viola pipework is fairly large-scale for a string stop, but is voiced boldly on higher than
usual pressure to yield a tone rich in upper harmonics – much more so than the Violin
Diapason that forms such an important part of the Great Organ’s diapason chorus, and
hence provides a voice more suitable for solo effects.
One of the special features of the instrument is its five-rank “mounted” Cornet, a
favourite solo stop of early organ composers before the 19th century, strangely
neglected until recently, but now making a come-back. The “mounted” description
derives from the fact that, because of the space required by five pipes for each note of
its compass, a Cornet is often mounted on its own soundboard – in our case at the front
of the organ chamber. Although comprising flue pipes, the mutation ranks give it a
reed-like timbre while the higher pitches (carried through the compass without
“breaking back”) impart a shrillness that is highly characteristic. In addition to the
fundamental, its other four ranks sound an 8th (octave), 12th, 15th, and 17th higher.
The Orchestral Oboe shares its bass pipes with the Pedal Organ’s Bassoon, and previously
appeared in the Choir Division as a Fagotto. The upperwork was replaced by more
satisfactory Orchestral Oboe pipework in the late 1990s, but it was not until 2005 that the
re-engraving of the stop-head occurred when this rank was transferred to the Solo
division. While the Swell Oboe is satisfactory as a chorus reed as well as a (soft) solo
voice, this Orchestral Oboe is narrower scale, producing a more intense reediness, making
it more suitable for the Solo Organ.
There are two high-pressure reeds of quite different character. The Tromba is smooth
and firm, with no trace of the brassiness of the Great Trumpet. It can be used in
combination as the climax tone of the whole organ when a really powerful effect is
needed, although it is most often used as a solo stop. The Tuba, with its harmonic
(double-length) resonators and “hooded” pipes situated just behind the case-pipes, is
exclusively a solo stop. Its dominant voice, of impressive sonority and power,
nevertheless retains a trace of brassiness, and is useful for fanfares and other grand
effects. It is an essential feature of much music written by the English cathedral
organist-composers in the first half of the 20th century.
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I reject the idea that we should have followed
the fashion of building a “museum” organ, ie
recreating the sound of organs in one
particular period or associated with one type
of organ music, even though many organists
and organ consultant persist in this view
today. From the purist point of view, we
should have used “tracker” action: direct
mechanical coupling of keys to the mechanism
that allows wind to enter the pipes. That
would have meant placing the console in an
elevated position at the back of the church
(this was proposed at one of our initial
planning meetings!). Directing the choir
would have been quite a problem… Rather, a
church organ should be designed primarily to
be useful: useful for accompanying many styles
of singing and versatile enough to cope with
the complete organ repertoire convincingly, if
not completely authentically. Eclecticism is its
strength, not a weakness. In that sense, the
organ is complete, and I would not have
wanted - even had the opportunity existed in
1990, which it certainly did not - to spend
about £150,000 specifying something
significantly different. The current (2005)
replacement value of the organ is
approximately £12 million.

4.6 Combinations
Since 1990, the number of couplers and
playing aids has also increased to keep pace
with the growing organ. There are now six
(originally five) combinations to Swell, Great
and Pedal, with five (originally four) to the
Choir, and six to the Solo. Most of these are
adjustable via setter panels in the back of the
console. These changes have been achieved at
minimum cost by “hard-wiring” piston 1 of
each division (to the softest stop or
combination) and using the original five
adjustable positions (for Swell, Great & Pedal)
as pistons 2 to 6. A full list of couplers is
given below on page 38, with the most recent
additions including Octave couplers for the
Choir and the Solo divisions that add
significantly to their versatility.
During the accompanying of hymns, the Swell
and Great divisions are normally coupled and
both are coupled to the Pedal division. This
gives maximum flexibility, allowing the Swell
and Great diapasons to be combined in
different ways: a constantly changing sound
palette.
For example, the gentler Swell
upperwork is more suitable for a smaller
congregation than the bolder Great Fifteenth;
the Swell Mixture can be used with the Great
diapasons 8ft, 4ft (and possibly 223 and 2ft
also) - a bright but not over-powering forte.
Adding the Swell Oboe darkens the tone
slightly while, for a very large congregation,
the addition of the Great Open Diapason adds
weight to the combination. For a fortissimo
climax, the other Swell reeds can be added:
there is nothing more quintessentially English
in organ music than to hear the swell box
being gradually opened to allow the fiery Full
Swell to come shining through the Great
diapason chorus to Fifteenth.

But within that framework, given unlimited
resources, could it have been better in detail?
To that, the answer must be “yes”. In the
1997 edition of this booklet, I answered this
question as follows:
The organ lacks an open metal rank at 16ft in the Pedal
division, which would give greater pitch definition to the
lowest notes. There is no really soft reed stop: a gentle
Vox Humana would be nice….

As I have already related, by 2003 both of
these had been installed. So at that point, I
said “I’m not going to speculate about what
might happen tonally to the instrument in the
future… except to say that the organ is now
so large that it really deserves to be split into a
four-manual instrument with a solid-state
“capture” system for the combination
pistons.” By 2005, we had four manuals, but
it took another eight years to find a suitable
(second-hand) 64-level piston capture system.

4.7 What of the future?
I am sometimes asked, “Is the organ now
finished?” or “If in 1990 you had been able to
build an instrument with all-new pipework,
would you have specified it differently?”. The
answer, to both questions, is “Yes and No”.

As former URC Moderator, the late Rev Dr
Fred Kaan, a well-known hymn-writer, said
during a visit to our pulpit, “it sounds like a
cathedral organ” - and, of course, it does!
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Specification of the Lloyd & Haynes organ
at Broadway United Reformed Church, Walsall
(2013)
Swell

Great

Choir
(unenclosed)

Open Diapason 8
Lieblich Gedact 8
Viole d’Amour 8
Viole celeste 8
Principal 4
Gemshorn 2
Mixture III [17:19:22]
Vox Humana 8
Oboe 8
Cornopean 8
Clarion 4
tremulant

Lieblich Bourdon 16
Open Diapason 8
Violin Diapason 8
Stopped Diapason 8
Principal 4
Wald Flute 4
Twelfth 223
Fifteenth 2
Fourniture III [22:26:29]
Contra Fagotto 16
Trumpet 8

Dulciana 8
Rohr Flute 8
Geigen Principal 4
Lieblich Flute 4
Nazard 223
Piccolo 2
Tierce 135
Larigot 113
Clarinet 8
tremulant

Solo

Pedal

Couplers

Vienna Flute 8
Viola 8
Orchestral Oboe 8
Cornet V [1:8:12:15:17]
Tromba 8
Tuba 8

Harmonic Bass 32
Open Wood 16
Violone 16
Bourdon 16
Lieblich Bourdon 16
Octave 8
Bass Flute 8
Quint 513
Flute 4
Mixture III [15:19:22]
Trombone 16
Bassoon 16
Fagotto 8
Fagot 4

Sw octave
Sw subocatve
Sw octave / Gt
Sw suboctave / Gt
Sw / Gt
Ch / Pd
Sw / Pd
Gt / Pd
So / Pd
So / Gt
So octave
So octave / Gt
So suboctave / Gt
So / Sw
Ch / Gt
Sw / Ch
Ch octave
Tuba on Gt
Gt / Pd pistons combined

Six divisional pistons to Sw, Gt, Ch & Pd and six general
pistons, all programmable from the console with a 64-level
memory.
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